
Because 
life is rarely 

black and 
white.

Excellent legal advice for individuals and businesses.
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In fact,  
it can get  
pretty  
colourful.
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Welcome
From the moment you walk  
in, you’ll feel the difference.  
Our offices are modern, open  
and welcoming. They reflect  
our culture.  

Rest assured, our beauty isn’t just skin deep.  

Below the surface, you’ll discover a team of exceptionally  
talented lawyers who have a passion for making a genuine  
difference to our clients’ businesses and lives.

It’s the driving force behind our practice. It’s in our DNA.
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A little about us
Although everything we do is 
ultimately about you, there are  
a few things you might like to  
know about us.

Myerson is one of the largest independent legal practices in 
the North West of England. A bold claim we are proud to make 
because it has been hard won. No instant growth through 
acquisition or merger. Instead, growth earned from our 
day-to-day endeavours, an entrepreneurial approach to doing 
business and a rock-solid reputation.

This means clients return to us, making our repeat business 
figures the envy of our competitors. 

As a privately-owned practice, we are answerable only to our 
clients. No suffocating corporate guidelines for us. Instead, 
flexibility to operate as we want and always in the best interest 
of our clients.

Our staff retention is exceptional at all levels, meaning you will 
work with people you’ve come to know and trust. By gaining 
an in-depth knowledge and understanding of you and your 
business, our lawyers will become your valued advisors.

That said, ambitious recruitment ensures we bring new 
insights, knowledge and experience to the table.

Then there’s our location in vibrant Altrincham. A deliberate 
choice as many of our private and business clients live in this 
affluent area and appreciate receiving the highest quality legal 
advice without having to venture into the city.

Our location also makes it easier to attract the best people.  
Short commutes mean happier, less stressed and more 
productive legal minds working on your behalf.
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We get around
Don’t be fooled by our  
‘out of city’ location.

We have exceptional regional, national and international 
transport links, of which we take full advantage.

Just as our clients conduct business across the UK, Europe  
and the world, so do we.

Membership of prestigious professional associations MSI 
Global Alliance and the UK 200 Group, means that if you  
need legal or financial advice in different jurisdictions, we  
have trusted, like-minded contacts who can help.

So, whether it’s a commercial contract in Asia, buying a 
property in Europe or a child custody battle in the USA,  
we’ve got it covered.
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Our promise 
to you
As soon as you become a client 
of ours, you will feel valued.

Not only will we go to great lengths to get to know you and 
understand what makes you tick, we’ll establish how you prefer  
to operate and how you’d like our relationship to work.

Our lawyers will use their experience, intellect, common 
sense and judgment to ensure you are guided appropriately, 
authoritatively and decisively.

Everything we do will be in your best interests.

You will want to return and recommend us. That’s a promise.
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Don’t just 
take our 
word for it 

“ Your advice, guidance and support were excellent, well communicated  
and expertly executed.”

“ The service we received was sensitively handled, highly competent,  
professional, timely and efficient.”

“ We always find Myerson takes a commercial approach. Their advice allows  
us to make informed business decisions and agree the best way forward.”

“ Thank you very much for your professional and efficient management  
of our case, and the shrewd advice you have given us over the past year.”

“ You proved to be reliable, highly professional, knowledgeable, sensible  
and well-informed. I have been very impressed.”

“ The team at Myerson has an uncompromised dedication to delivering  
exceptional customer service, which, in my experience, is second to none  
across the North West, if not the UK. Clients are treated as individuals  
and are very much made to feel part of the team.”



Employment

Buying, Selling  
& Merging  
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Intellectual  
Property,  
Technology  
& Data

Distribution,  
Agency 
& Franchise

Shareholder 
Partnership  
Agreements 
& Disputes

Commercial Terms,
Contracts &
Disputes

Business
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Rated as ‘Top Tier’ in the 
international directory  
The Legal 500, our business 
team delivers.  

Whether you’re an owner-manager or part of an international 
corporate business, our team is experienced in all aspects of  
business law.

From complex, high-value, international transactions to 
advising on the bedrock activity involved with running a 
business, everything we do is aimed at helping you achieve 
commercial success.

Naturally, our aim is to protect you from disputes. Rest assured, 
should a situation become contentious, we have one of the 
largest and most respected commercial litigation teams in the 
region ready to act on your behalf.



Property
Litigation

Commercial  
& Residential
Development
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Business  
Premises

Landlord
& Tenant

Commercial 
Investment  
Property

Construction

Real Estate
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Myerson has one of the  
largest and most comprehensive 
property teams in the North  
of England. 

In fact, our specialist lawyers have been playing an instrumental 
role in the success of flagship projects across the UK for decades.

Having technical knowledge is one thing. Applying it 
imaginatively in order to provide practical and commercial 
advice is another.  

The breadth and depth of our experience, coupled with our 
trademark entrepreneurial approach, means you will receive  
advice that’s both effective and productive.



Sector 
Specialisms 
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We work with clients from 
a vast range of sectors that 
include but certainly aren’t 
limited to those opposite.

Given the size and pedigree of our practice, our lawyers  
have amassed experience and expertise across all of these 
sectors and more.

Whatever your niche, we have people with the relevant 
knowledge and skill to guide you.

Close collaboration between our specialist teams means  
you will also benefit from having all the know-how you need  
in one place.

  Agriculture
  Charities & Not-For-Profit
  Creative & Media
  Leisure & Hospitality
  Manufacturing
  Retail
  Technology
  The Professions



Asset
Protection

Philanthropy Property
Portfolio

Succession
Planning
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Trusts

Wealth
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Tax Planning

It’s a deep source of satisfaction 
that so many families, 
institutions and individuals 
choose Myerson as an 
integral part of their wealth 
management strategy.

We understand the complexities of family relationships and 
the technicalities of structuring and protecting your wealth 
and assets, whether they’re in the UK or overseas.

Sitting between our teams of specialist business, property 
and personal lawyers is a hub of experts who are focused on 
helping ensure your wealth is retained and managed correctly. 
Working with our network of trusted and reliable advisors  
will ensure you are given a comprehensive service that looks  
at the ‘whole picture’.

Whether you own a business, have a property empire or simply 
need advice about your personal assets, our team is on hand  
to help.



Wills, Probate  
& Powers of  
Attorney

Employment 
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Fertility, Surrogacy  
& Child Custody

Disputed Wills,  
Trusts & Estates

Marriage,  
Divorce  
& Separation

Residential  
Property

Personal
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If you need legal advice about 
a personal matter, chances 
are you’re facing a stressful 
situation.

Aware of this, our team will ensure the advice you receive is 
not only clear, correct and imaginative but that it also respects 
your emotions and feelings.  

Our team offers compassion and resolve in appropriate measure.
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One team working  
in harmony for you
Having our legal experts working 
together under one roof will 
benefit you.

As well as being culturally close, our teams are physically close.   
They talk to each other, they collaborate, they interact.  

This means the advice you receive will be comprehensive  
and take into account all aspects of your situation.

This holistic approach to your legal affairs is enhanced  
by a team that is efficient, accessible and friendly.



We are proud to hold many 
awards testifying to the  
quality of Myerson.

Nationally, The Times lists us as one of the ‘Best 200 Law Firms 
in the UK’. Quite an accolade considering there are 10,000 
firms across the country.

Regionally, we have been named ‘Mid-Sized Law Firm of the 
Year’ by the Manchester Law Society.

We are also consistently recommended as a ‘Top Tier’ firm and 
recognised as specialists in our various fields by the prestigious 
international directory The Legal 500.  

Below are just a few of the featured comments about us:

“ The top-quality department is regularly instructed by owner-
managed businesses across the technology, professional services, 
manufacturing, media, franchising and charity sectors on 
transactions, and often advises banks, venture capital institutions 
and plcs.”

“ The dynamic, positive, forward-thinking, effective and tenacious 
team at Myerson Solicitors LLP gives sound and sensible legal 
advice and is very client-friendly.”  

“ It has a strong team that frequently works with affluent people 
in the Cheshire belt and is well-equipped to handle complex 
multi-jurisdictional issues. The team provides first class advice 
that is delivered with empathy and care.”

You’re in 
safe hands
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A final word 
I hope our brochure has given 
you a flavour of Myerson.  
Before you put it down, allow 
me this opportunity to say – 
from the heart – why I feel you 
should engage with Myerson.

It boils down to capability and culture.
 
Whatever you require, you will receive excellent advice 
because every single member of our team is at the top of their 
game and an expert in their particular field.  
 

On top of this, our culture is genuinely unique. It permeates 
everything we do and exists in the very fabric of our building.  
It means that our people stay at Myerson and are driven by a 
desire to help, giving you a stable team of valued advisors who 
you will get to know and trust implicitly. Clients return time 
and again so we know we’re doing something right.
 
We know we must earn the respect, goodwill and loyalty of  
our clients to succeed in our business. That is what we strive 
to achieve, every single time.
 
If you’d like a team of lawyers who share a heartfelt 
commitment to ensuring you receive the best possible advice 
and client experience, we’d be delighted to hear from you.

Carl Newton - CEO
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Putting Myerson  
on the map
Outside our office, you’ll see  
a very colourful giant worker bee.

This symbol of industry and hard work has become quite  
a landmark and talking point.

Its colours perfectly reflect our vibrant visual identity but 
there’s more to it than that.

As well as contributing to a great cause, We Love MCR Charity,  
the bee makes a bold statement – that Myerson is a different,  
forward-thinking law firm.

You could say it’s unique – just like us.



Myerson Solicitors LLP 
Grosvenor House, 20 Barrington Road, Altrincham WA14 1HB 

Tel: 0161 941 4000 | lawyers@myerson.co.uk
www.myerson.co.uk |      @myersonllp

http://www.myerson.co.uk

